Genetic Association between Swine Leukocyte Antigen Class II Haplotypes and Reproduction Traits in Microminipigs
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Abstract: The effects of swine leukocyte antigen (SLA) molecules on numerous production and reproduction performance traits have been mainly reported as associations with specific SLA haplotypes that were assigned using serological typing methods. In this study, we intended to clarify the association between SLA class II genes and reproductive traits in a highly inbred population of 187 Microminipigs (MMP), that have eight different types of SLA class II haplotypes. In doing so, we compared the reproductive performances, such as fertility index, gestation period, litter size, and number of stillbirth among SLA class II low resolution haplotypes (Lrs) that were assigned by a polymerase chain reaction-sequence specific primers (PCR-SSP) typing method. Only low resolution haplotypes were used in this study because the eight SLA class II high-resolution haplotypes had been assigned to the 14 parents or the progenitors of the highly inbred MMP herd in a previous publication. The fertility index of dams with Lr-0.13 was significantly lower than that of dams with Lr-0.16, Lr-0.17, Lr-0.18, or Lr-0.37. Dams with Lr-0.23 had significantly smaller litter size at birth than those with Lr-0.17, Lr-0.18, or Lr-0.37. Furthermore, litter size at weaning of dams with Lr-0.23 was also significantly smaller than those dams with Lr-0.16, Lr-0.17, Lr-0.18, or Lr-0.37. The small litter size of dams with Lr-0.23 correlated with the smaller body sizes of these MMPs. These results suggest that SLA class II haplotypes are useful differential genetic markers for further haplotypic and epistatic studies of reproductive traits, selective breeding programs, and improvements in the production and reproduction performances of MMPs.
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1. Introduction

A Microminipigs (MMP) is a miniature pig for laboratory use with an extremely small body size developed by Fuji Micra Inc. in Japan. The body sizes, such as body weight, height, chest width, and chest circumference at 4–6 months of age were much smaller than those of young adult beagles at 10 months old [1–3]. In the population of MMPs, eleven swine leukocyte antigen (SLA) class I
and II high resolution haplotypes, including three recombinant haplotypes, were identified in the 14 parents of the offspring cohorts, and the dams and sires of the inbred MMP herd, since its serendipitous establishment in Japan in 2008 [4].

The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) region has been fully sequenced for the Large White pig breed with the haplotype Hp-1.1 at was found to consist with class I, II, and III gene regions that characterize the core architecture and organization of most mammalian MHCs, including those of primates. A total of 151 loci were annotated within the 2.4-Mb sequences, including three classical (SLA-1, SLA-2, and SLA-3), and three non-classical class I genes (SLA-6, SLA-7, and SLA-8) in the class I region, and four classical (DRA, DRB1, DQA, and DQB1), and four non-classical class II genes (DMA, DMB, DOA, and DOB) in the class II region as expressed SLA genes [5]. Based on the genomic and cDNA sequences in the SLA loci, many kinds of molecular-based SLA typing systems, including polymerase chain reaction (PCR) -sequence-specific primers (SSPs) [6,7], -fluorescently labeled sequence-specific oligonucleotide probes (SSOPs) [8], and -sequence-based typing (SBT) by traditional Sanger methods and/or next generation sequencing (NGS) [9,10] have been reported to assign SLA class I and II alleles. A systematic nomenclature for the SLA genes, alleles, and haplotypes are established by the SLA Nomenclature Committee, formed in 2002. There are currently 237 class I, 211 class II alleles officially designated, and registered to the Immunopolymorphism Database–Major Histocompatibility Complex (IPD-MHC) SLA sequence database (www.ebi.ac.uk/ipd/mhc/group/SLA) Release 3.3.0.0 (2019-06-13) build 785; and 29 class I and 21 class II haplotypes have been defined by means of high-resolution DNA sequencing [13]. In addition, recently 10 class I and 12 class II novel haplotypes have been defined and designated by the SLA Nomenclature Committee (Ho et al. unpublished data).

The MHC class I and class II genes are highly polymorphic and have important roles in regulating the immune system against infectious diseases [14,15] and influencing various biological traits, such as immune recognition, autoimmunity, mating preferences, and pregnancy outcomes [16]. The polymorphisms of SLA genes have enabled the analysis of associations between genotypes, alleles, haplotypes, and various infections and phenotypes, including reproductive performance and production traits [17–23]. The genotypes or SNPs at one gene locus are often used to associate DNA sequence diversity with phenotypes or disease traits. However, the single locus analysis of variants as genotypes or alleles misses the epistatic or linked effects of variants at multiple loci on phenotypes and diseases. In this regard, haplotyping of heterozygous SNPs in genomic DNA was developed as a multi-locus method, in order to study the effect of different combination of genes on physiological and disease traits, and for elucidating population structure and histories [17,24–26]. Thus, genomic information, reported as haplotypes rather than isolated genotypes or SNPs, has become increasingly important in genomic medicine and for elucidating the links between SNPs, gene regulation, and protein function [24,27].

SLA-homozygotes with alleles at each of the class I and II genes (as homozygous haplotypes) can be obtained more commonly with the establishment of new inbred colonies, like the MMP population [4], than with those in outbred colonies with high heterozygosity, such as the Chinese Wuzhishan minipigs [28]. The polymorphic SLA haplotypes and SLA-homozygotes in the highly inbred MMP population are naturally phased, and they are often simpler to analyze than the highly outbred or heterozygote breeds with respect to the comparison of the effects among SLA haplotypes on various genetic traits. For example, when comparing birth weights and weights on postnatal day 50 among eight SLA class II haplotypes in the MMP population, both of the weights in piglets, the SLA class II low resolution haplotype (Lr)-0.23 were significantly lower than those in piglets with Lr-0.17 or Lr-0.37 [3].

In humans, certain HLA antigens between couples in closely related populations may lead to infertility and miscarriages [29]. Many studies showed that the sharing of certain maternal-fetal or paternal HLA and BoLA antigens may influence fetal development and survival [29,30]. Similarly, in pigs, the influence of SLA-encoded genes on reproductive performances has been reported as the association between specific SLA haplotypes and genital tract development in males, ovulation
rates, litter size, and piglet weight at birth and weaning [3,17–20]. The SLA complex also appears to influence baby pig mortality [22]. However, in most of the pig studies, SLA haplotypes were assigned using serological typing methods. Recently, we analyzed the genetic association of the relationships between the performance of swine reproduction and SLA haplotypes, assigned by SLA-DNA typing techniques in other breeds of pigs [20,22]. In selective breeding Duroc pigs with two SLA class II haplotypes, Lr-0.13 and Lr-0.30, assigned by a PCR-SSP method, Lr-0.30 was associated with higher weaning and rearing rates [20]. In addition, in a Landrace pig line selected for resistance to mycoplasmal pneumonia, PCR-SBT and PCR-SSOP methods were used for assignments of 11 SLA-class II haplotypes, and the associations between haplotypes and immune-related traits and reproductive traits, such as phagocytic activities of lymphocytes, activities of the alternative pathway of compliment, body weights and a rate of daily gain were observed [22]. In the present study, to evaluate the contribution of SLA class II genes on reproductive traits in MMPs, we compared the reproductive performances on fertility index, gestation periods, litter sizes, and number of stillbirth among SLA class II haplotypes, including SLA-homozygous individuals.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Animals

In this study, pigs were bred as a MMP herd at Fuji Micra Inc. (Fujinomiya, Japan) from June, 2008 to February, 2017. In the herd, the records of 2,288-cumulative matings of MMPs consisting of 129 sows and 58 boars assigned to eight different SLA class II haplotypes were utilized for measurement of reproductive performances, such as fertility indices, gestation periods, litter sizes at birth and weaning, and numbers of stillbirths per delivery. This study was approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of Gifu University (#17042, May 26, 2017). The care and use of the laboratory animals were conducted in compliance with the guidelines of Good Laboratory Practice of Gifu University and Fuji Micra Inc.

2.2. SLA Class II Typing

SLA class II-DRB1 and DQB1 alleles were assigned by low-resolution SLA genotyping in 187 MMPs, using a PCR-SSP method, as described previously [4]. Eight types of low-resolution SLA class II haplotypes, Lr-0.7, Lr-0.11, Lr-0.13, Lr-0.16, Lr-0.17, Lr-0.18, Lr-0.23, and Lr-0.37 were determined by an analysis of the inheritance and segregation of eight and four alleles of the DRB1 and DQB1 genes, respectively, in descendants of the MMP population (Table 1). The expected high-resolution allele specificities in Table 1 are based on the 14 high resolution genotyped parents [4] of the offspring cohorts and the dams and sires of the inbred MMP herd in this study (Table 2). Consequently, we only needed to use the cheaper and more convenient low-resolution typing method to group the 187 individual MMP into their high resolution haplotypic groups for statistical comparisons and analysis.

2.3. Measurement of Reproductive Performances

The fertility index was calculated as the ratio of the number of deliveries to that of matings. The indices were calculated from the data on a total number of 2,288-cumulative matings in 129 dams and 58 sires associated with eight kinds of SLA class II haplotypes. Gestation periods were measured for 1,380 deliveries (2,760 haplotypes) that represented an overall fertility index (1380/2288) of 60.3%. To eliminate the data on premature deliveries, the gestation periods were analyzed for continuous deliveries over 100 days after copulations. Litter sizes were measured at birth including the total number of living and stillbirth newborn piglets in 1,402 deliveries and at weaning in 1,384 deliveries. Abnormal piglet productions calculated as the number of stillbirths per delivery were analyzed for 1,402 deliveries. To separate the influence of maternal and paternal SLA class II haplotypes on reproductive performances, the analyses of gestation periods, litter sizes at birth and weaning, and the number of stillbirth per delivery of matings were analyzed separately in
dams or sires with homozygous or heterozygous haplotypes. These four reproductive performances were also analyzed in dams with homozygous haplotypes, Lr-0.11, Lr-0.17, Lr-0.23, or Lr-0.37 after 75, 78, 74, or 78 deliveries, respectively; and in sires with homozygous haplotypes, Lr-0.11, Lr-0.16, Lr-0.18, or Lr-0.23 after 141, 148, 142, or 148 deliveries, respectively (Table 2).

2.4. Statistical Analyses

Statistical comparisons were carried out by multiple group comparison with ANOVA and/or Kruskal-Walis and Sheffe’s F tests (BellCurve in Excel, Social Survey Research Information Co., Ltd. Tokyo, Japan). Pairwise comparisons were adjusted for multiple tests with a Bonferroni correction. Fertility indices were evaluated by the Chi-square for independence test, using an m×n contingency table. Data are indicated as means ± standard error, and p-values of less than 0.05 were considered significant.

3. Results

3.1. Reproductive Performance in MMPs

The most frequently observed haplotype in 129 sows and 58 boars was Lr-0.23 (30.6%, and 36.2%, respectively), followed by Lr-0.37 (23.6%, and 24.1%, respectively) and Lr-0.17 (17.1%, and 15.5%, respectively). The two least frequent haplotypes were Lr-0.7 (0.8% in sows, 0.9% in boars) and Lr-0.13 (5.0% in sows, 1.7% in sires) (Table 1). Data of reproductive performance in MMPs with the lowest frequency haplotype, Lr-0.7, were excluded from all of the statistical analyses. A total of 1,410 pregnancies were obtained as the result of 2,288 matings of 187 MMPs, representing a fertility index of 61.6%. The fertility index in MMPs was considerably lower than 88.4 ± 4.6 (standard deviation (SD)) in mixed breed domestic pigs in Japan [31]. Of the other reproductive performances in MMPs, the mean values of gestation period, while litter sizes at birth and weaning were 115.1 days, and 5.5 and 3.9 piglets/delivery, respectively. The gestation period in MMPs was comparable with those in other pig breeds [18,32,33]. Litter sizes at birth and weaning in MMPs were smaller than those in domestic pigs; 10.6 in commercial mixed breed pig herds in Japanese farm [34], 11.05 ± 0.77 (SD) in mixed breed domestic pigs in Japan [35], and 8.0—8.4 in Iberian pigs [36]. On the other hand, the litter size at birth in Göttingen minipigs was 5 to 6 piglets, which was slightly larger than that in MMPs [37]. However, the litter sizes in MMPs were slightly larger than that in other miniature pigs, NIBS minipigs; 4.4 ± 1.5 (SD) and 3.4 ± 1.3 (SD) piglets at birth and weaning, respectively [38], even though body sizes of the MMPs were considerably smaller than the NIBS minipigs produced in Japan [1,2] (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SLA class II haplotype</th>
<th>DRB1</th>
<th>DQB1</th>
<th>DRB1</th>
<th>DQB1</th>
<th>Number of haplotypes (Frequency (%))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dams</td>
<td>Sires</td>
<td>Dams</td>
<td>Sires</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lr-0.7</td>
<td>06:XX</td>
<td>06:XX</td>
<td>06:01</td>
<td>06:01</td>
<td>2 (0.8) 1 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lr-0.11</td>
<td>09:XX</td>
<td>04:XX</td>
<td>09:01</td>
<td>04:01</td>
<td>19 (7.4) 10 (8.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lr-0.13</td>
<td>04:XX</td>
<td>03:XX</td>
<td>04:03</td>
<td>03:03</td>
<td>13 (5.0) 2 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lr-0.16</td>
<td>11:XX</td>
<td>06:XX</td>
<td>11:03</td>
<td>06:01</td>
<td>16 (6.2) 7 (6.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lr-0.17</td>
<td>08:XX</td>
<td>05:XX</td>
<td>08:01</td>
<td>05:01</td>
<td>44 (17.1) 18 (15.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lr-0.18</td>
<td>14:XX</td>
<td>04:XX</td>
<td>14:01</td>
<td>04:01</td>
<td>24 (9.3) 8 (6.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lr-0.23</td>
<td>10:XX</td>
<td>06:XX</td>
<td>10:01</td>
<td>06:01</td>
<td>79 (30.6) 42 (36.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lr-0.37</td>
<td>07:XX</td>
<td>05:XX</td>
<td>07:01</td>
<td>05:01</td>
<td>61 (23.6) 28 (24.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total number of dams and sires were 129 and 58, respectively. * Expected allele specificity by high resolution typing indicates deduced alleles by low resolution typing at two digit level in Microminipigs. DQB1*04:02 (Hp-0.7) and DQB1*04:01:02 (Hp-0.23), and DQB1*05:01 (Hp-0.17) and
DQB1*05:02 (Hp-0.37) are assigned as DQB1*04XX (Lr-0.7 or Lr-0.23) and DQB1*05XX (Lr-0.17 or Lr-0.37) using a PCR-SSP method, respectively.

Table 2. Summary of reproduction traits in 187 Microminipigs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Mean *</th>
<th>SE *</th>
<th>Number of haplotypes **</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gestation period (day)</td>
<td>115.1</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>2760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litter size at birth (No. of piglets)</td>
<td>5.48</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>2804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litter size at weaning (No. of piglets)</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>2804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of stillbirth/delivery (No. of piglets)</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>2768</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Mean and SE indicate mean value and standard error, respectively. ** Number of haplotypes indicated as total number of haplotypes consisting of various mating combinations among 129 dams and 58 sires in each trait.

3.2. Association between SLA Class II Haplotypes and Fertility Index

The mean value of the fertility index of each SLA haplotype with dams and sires were distributed across relatively wide ranges, from 52.9–73.3%, and 53.1–72.7%, respectively. The mean value of fertility index of dams was significantly lower for those with Lr-0.13 than those with Lr-0.17, Lr-0.18, or Lr-0.37 (p < 0.05, Figure 1A). Furthermore, the mean value of fertility index of boars with Lr-0.13 as mating partners of sows also was significantly lower than those with Lr-0.18 (p < 0.05, Figure 1B). Moreover, the mean values of fertility indices in mating with sires carrying Lr-0.16 or Lr-0.37 were significantly lower than those of sires carrying Lr-0.18 or Lr-0.23. Relatively high mean values of fertility indices, 73.3% and 72.7%, were observed in dams and sires as mating partners of sows with Lr-0.7, respectively. Furthermore, homozygous dams with Lr-0.11 had significantly lower fertility index than Lr-0.17 or Lr-0.37 (p < 0.05; Figure 2A). In contrast, homozygous sires with Lr-0.16 had significantly lower fertility index than those with Lr-0.23 (p < 0.01; Figure 2B).

Figure 1. Comparison of the fertility indices of microminipigs (MMP) with different swine leukocyte antigen (SLA) class II haplotypes. X-axis shows the haplotypes of homozygous or heterozygous dams (A) and sires (B) and number of matings for each haplotype in brackets (no. of haplotypes). The Y-axis shows the fertility index as indicated by the ratio (%) of the number of deliveries to the number of matings, expressed as the mean value (bar). The number of haplotypes was counted as two in homozygous individuals. Black and white bars represent lower, and higher fertility indices, respectively, of the mean values, and the significant differences among haplotypes are indicated by the asterisks. Probabilities of significant differences among haplotypes are indicated by single (p < 0.05) and double (p < 0.01) asterisks. Gray bars represent mean values of fertility indices without significant differences among the haplotypes.
Figure 2. Comparison of fertility indices among SLA class II haplotypes in homozygous MMPs. X-axis shows the haplotypes of homozygous dams (A) and sires (B) and the number of matings for each haplotype in brackets (no. of haplotypes). The Y-axis shows the fertility index as indicated by the ratio (%) of the number of deliveries to the number of matings, expressed as the mean value (bar). Black and white bars represent lower, and higher fertility indices, respectively, of the mean values and the significant differences among haplotypes are indicated by the asterisks. Probabilities of significant differences among haplotypes are indicated by single ($p < 0.05$) and double ($p < 0.01$) asterisks. Gray bars represent the mean values of the fertility indices without significant differences among the haplotypes.

3.3. Association of SLA Class II Haplotypes and Gestation Periods

The mean values of gestation periods were within the small ranges of 115.0–116.6 or 113.8–115.6 among the eight SLA class II haplotypes for dams or sires, used as mating partners of sows, respectively, in total number of 1,380 deliveries. There were no significant differences between the mean values of gestation periods among the haplotypes (Figure 3A,B). In addition, no obvious differences were observed between the mean values for gestation periods of four homozygous haplotypes, Lr-0.11, Lr-0.17, Lr-0.23, and Lr-0.37 in dams, and Lr-0.11, Lr-0.16, Lr-0.18 and Lr-0.23 in sires (Figure 4A,B). These results suggest that there are no maternal or paternal SLA class II genotype effects on gestation periods.

3.4. Association between SLA Class II Haplotypes and Litter Sizes at Birth and Weaning

The dams with Lr-0.23 had the smallest litter sizes at birth compared to those with other SLA class II haplotypes. The mean value of litter sizes at birth for dams with Lr-0.23 was significantly smaller than those with Lr-0.17, Lr-0.18 or Lr-0.37 ($p < 0.01$; Figure 3C) and Lr-0.11 ($p < 0.05$; Figure 3C). In contrast, no significant differences on litter sizes at birth were detected among sires with seven SLA class II haplotypes except Lr-0.7 suggesting that there are no effects of paternal SLA types on the trait (Figure 3D). In the dams with Lr-0.23, the mean value of litter sizes at weaning rates was also significantly smaller than those with Lr-0.16, Lr-0.17, Lr-0.18, or Lr-0.37 ($p < 0.01$; Figure 3E). Moreover, the mean litter sizes at birth and weaning of piglets of dams with the homozygous Lr-0.23 haplotypes were smaller than those of dams with homozygous Lr-0.11, Lr-0.17, or Lr-0.37. Furthermore, dams with homozygous Lr-23 had significantly smaller litter sizes at birth and weaning than homozygous Lr-0.37 ($p < 0.01$; Figure 3C,E). In contrast, there were no significant differences between the mean values of litter sizes at birth and weaning among the seven haplotypes in sires (Figure 3D,F). Furthermore, there were no significant effects of SLA class II haplotypes on litter sizes in sires with homozygous Lr-0.11, Lr-0.16, Lr-0.18, or Lr-0.23 (Figure 4D,F).
Figure 3. Comparison of reproductive performances of MMPs with different SLA class II haplotypes. X-axis for A to H shows the homozygous or heterozygous SLA haplotypes and the number of matings for each haplotype in brackets (no. of haplotypes). Each bar along the X-axis indicates the mean values and whiskers (standard errors) of gestation periods in dams (A) and sires (B), litter sizes at birth in dams (C) and sires (D), litter sizes at weaning in dams (E) and sires (F), and the number of stillbirths/delivery in dams (G) and sires (H) shown along the Y-axis. Black and white bars represent lower and higher haplotypes, respectively, with mean values of each trait and significant differences among haplotypes. The gray bars represent mean values of haplotypes without any significant differences among the haplotypes. The probabilities of significant differences among haplotypes are indicated by single ($p < 0.05$) and double ($p < 0.01$) asterisks.
3.5. Association of SLA Class II Haplotypes and Number of Stillbirths per Delivery

The largest mean values of the number of stillbirths per deliveries were observed for both the dams and sires with Lr-0.7 (Figures 3G and 3H). Homozygous pigs with Lr-0.7 as mating pairs could not be found in the 129 dams and fifty-eight sires. Due to the low frequencies (0.8% in dams, 0.9% in sires) of MMPs with Lr-0.7, no statistical comparisons of the mean numbers of stillbirths per delivery between Lr-0.7 and the other seven haplotypes were carried out. However, statistical analysis of these seven haplotypes showed that there were no significant differences among them for the mean values of the number of stillbirths per deliveries. Also, no significant differences among the mean numbers of stillbirths per delivery were observed in dams with homozygous Lr-0.11, Lr-0.17, Lr-0.23 or Lr-0.37, and sires with homozygous Lr-0.11, Lr-0.16, Lr-0.18 or Lr-0.23 (Figure 4G,H).

**Figure 4.** Comparison of reproductive performances among SLA class II homozygous haplotypes in MMPs. Haplotypes and number of deliveries for each haplotype are shown along the X-axis, and the bars for each homozygous haplotype show the mean values and whiskers (standard errors) of gestation periods in dams (A) and sire (B), litter sizes at birth in dams (C) and sires (D), litter sizes at weaning in dams (E) and sires (F), and the number of stillbirths/delivery in dams (G) and sires (H) along the Y-axis. Black and white bars represent lower and higher haplotypes, respectively, and mean values of each trait with significant differences among haplotypes. Gray bars represent the
mean values of haplotypes without any significant differences among the haplotypes. The probabilities of significant differences among haplotypes are indicated by single \( p < 0.05 \) and double \( p < 0.01 \) asterisks.

4. Discussion

To improve reproduction performances using genetic marker-assisted selection, reproductive traits, such as gestation periods and litter sizes have been analyzed in the pig populations of various breeds, including the MMPs with the extra small body sizes [31–38]. In comparing reproductive performances between the MMPs and other breeds of pigs [18,31–38], the mean gestation period, and litter sizes at birth and weaning in MMPs (Table 2) were similar to those of other breeds of domestic pigs [18,31,32], including Göttingen and NIBS minipigs [37,38]. Thus, the inbred MMP population, used in the present study, showed relatively normal reproductive traits that were useful and easier for evaluating the differential effects of SLA homozygous and heterozygous haplotypes on reproductive traits, than by using the more confounding SLA heterozygous haplotypes of most other breeds.

In this study, we haplotyped SLA class II alleles using a low resolution PCR-SSP method in well-defined MMP segregating families, consisting of 187 MMPs, and examined the association between the haplotypes and various reproduction traits, such as fertility indices, gestation periods, litter sizes at birth and weaning, and the numbers of stillbirths per delivery. The offspring were segregated into the SLA class II low resolution haplotype families, based on the genotype results of the 129 sows and 58 boars that were assigned to eight different SLA class II haplotypes (Table 1). Moreover, we estimated the expected high-resolution allele specificities of the eight different SLA class II haplotypes (Table 1) because they could be easily inferred from the 14 high resolution genotyped parents [4] of all the offspring cohorts, and the dams and sires of the inbred MMP herd in this study (Table 2). Consequently, because of the stability of ancestral haplotypes due to low mutation rates in mammals [25], we only needed to use the much cheaper and more convenient low-resolution typing methods to group the 187 individual MMP into their low resolution (or inferred high resolution) haplotypic groups for statistical comparisons and analysis.

The significant effects of two SLA class II haplotypes, Lr-0.13 and Lr-0.18, in both dams and sires showed lower, and higher fertility indices, respectively. In our present data, we could not determine whether much lower or higher fertility indices would be observed in mating pairs with homozygous haplotypes Lr-0.13 or Lr-0.18, respectively. Dams with Lr-0.17, Lr-0.18, or Lr-0.37 tended to have a relatively high fertility index, litter sizes at birth and weaning, and low number of stillbirths per delivery, suggesting relatively good performances of reproduction traits. In general, these haplotypes were at relatively high frequency in the MMP population (Table 1). Moreover, both sires and dams with the Lr-0.18 haplotype showed similar trends for the four reproduction traits. In contrast, sires and dams exhibited an opposite trend for associations between Lr-37 and fertility index; sires with Lr-0.37 had relatively low fertility index suggesting that the contribution of Lr-0.37 on fertility may be different between sows and boars in a MMP herd. On the other hand, the large numbers of stillbirths per delivery observed in sires with Lr-0.7 are consistent with the production of low frequencies of pigs with this haplotype in the MMP population (Table 1).

The Lr-0.23 haplotype has the highest frequency of 36.2% in dams of the MMP population (Table 1), and they also had the smallest litter size at birth compared to the dams with the other seven haplotypes (Figure 3C). Furthermore, litter sizes at weaning of the dams with Lr-0.23 were significantly smaller than those of dams with Lr-0.16, Lr-0.17, Lr-0.18, or Lr-0.37. In our previous analyses of association between SLA haplotypes and body weights in MMPs, piglets with the Lr-0.23 had lower body weights at birth (0.415 kg) and on postnatal day 50 (3.14 kg) than those with the other SLA haplotypes, although they had no significant differences in daily gains (DGs) in comparison to those with the other haplotypes [3]. These data on low body weights and DGs of MMPs with Lr-0.23 characterize their small body size and slow growth rates; although their small litter size at weaning might simply reflect their small size at birth. Nevertheless, in the MMP population, Lr-0.23 is one of the genetic markers both for small body size and small litter size.
Taken together, the associations between specific SLA haplotypes and reproduction traits showed that SLA class II haplotypes differ among the various traits of reproduction performance in MMPs, and they might be useful genetic markers for the improvement of production and reproduction performances in selective breeding programs.

A large litter size is commonly used as a measure of successful breeding and animal production [39,40]. Although animal production management strives for large litter sizes, there can be serious limitations and biological problems with large litter sizes, such as increased numbers of stillbirths. In some cases, moderately low litter sizes can be of greater benefit to the overall animal production than large litter sizes and benefits, such as greater lactation efficiency for the mother and lower nutritional requirements for the litter and the mother [40]. There are many biological and genetic factors involved in litter size and/or embryonic and foetal growth rates [39,41,42]. Here, we focused on the effect of MHC class II haplotypes on reproductive traits and found that the embryonic survival and litter size increases with the probability that the embryo receives the haplotype from the dam, rather than the boar. In this regard, the MHC-DRB1 and -DQB1 genes expressed by placental macrophages [43,44] might affect embryonic growth rates and litter size as a consequence of gene activations under various regulatory scenarios, such as methylation or gene activation due to stress or infections. An alternative explanation for the correlation between MHC class II haplotypes and litter size is the haplotypic linkage between MHC class II alleles and various other gene alleles located within and outside the SLA region. The linkage between the MHC class I and class II alleles was not investigated in this study, but MHC class I is known to mediate immunological tolerance, leucocyte recruitment, and the development of the trophoblast during pregnancy, and rejection during parturition in the bovine [30]. The MHC also has effects on placental leucocyte recruitment during gestation and parturition in the mouse [44]. There are numerous other genes within the MHC class III or extended class II region that have a possible role in the reproduction and lactation processes. For example, butyrophilin is involved genetically and biologically with lactation [45], RING1 with polycomb function during oogenesis [46], KIFC1 with oocyte meiosis [47], and POU1F5 (OCT4) transcription factor in stem cell modulation and embryonic development [48].

The polymorphic MHC class II haplotypes also might be linked with one or other of the SNPs of 376 functional genes outside the MHC region that were associated significantly with reproductive traits in Large White pigs [49]. Multiple genes were associated with some swine production traits and many of them were mapped on several chromosomes including Sus scrofa chromosome (SSC) 7 (Animal Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL) Database, https://www.animalgenome.org/QTLdb). QTL detection analyses for traits on growth and fatness indicated that the SLA region on SSC7 was excluded as a candidate region [50]. However, in a herd of Meishan/Large White pigs, Wei et al. mapped QTL influencing growth traits near the SLA region [51]. Taken together, these reports suggest that the SLA genes or haplotypes associate indirectly with those traits. Nevertheless, to better define the SLA or other loci within the SLA region that are responsible for productive and reproductive traits, further association analyses will need to be carried out using next generation sequencing (NGS) techniques in MMPs.

For a few decades, several authors reported that SLA haplotypes are associated with various traits or measures of growth and reproduction performances, suggesting the possibility of SLA molecules as important determinants on many economical traits [17–19,52]. Because it is difficult to define the most likely corresponding locus for productive or reproductive performance within the SLA region simply by the data analyses of serologically assigned SLA haplotypes. Many different molecular-based SLA typing techniques were developed and used for the analyses of associations of production and reproduction traits and SLA alleles or haplotypes [3,22,23]. These association data often indicated that SLA alleles or haplotypes are useful genetic markers to achieve improvements in pig breeding programs. These studies also highlighted the advantage of using well-defined, genetically conserved haplotypes over just using trait-associated SNPs for linking the MHC with reproduction, and possibly other medical and phenotypic traits of interest. Since our association studies were analyzed using only a few SLA haplotypic class II loci in a limited pig
population and breed, similar haplotype studies will need to be expanded to other MHC loci and other breeds, populations and species for comparison and confirmation that the MHC haplotypic markers might be associated productively with animal breeding performance.

5. Conclusions

In our study of the unique inbred MMP population, association analyses between specific SLA haplotypes and reproduction traits exhibited significant effects of SLA class II homozygous haplotypes on reproduction performances, that differed among fertility index, litter sizes, and number of stillbirths. The present study forms a basis for a broader and more detailed investigation of the differential effects of the MHC class I, II and III genes as well as the many other genes outside the MHC complex that are known to influence reproduction in pigs and various other mammalian species.
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